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a b s t r a c t

It has been suggested that the primary motor cortex plays a substantial role in the neural circuitry that
controls swallowing. Although its role in the voluntary oral phase of swallowing is undisputed, its precise
role in motor control of the more reflexive, pharyngeal phase of swallowing is unclear. The contribution of
the primary motor cortex to the pharyngeal phase of swallowing was examined using transcranial mag-
netic stimulation (TMS) to evoke motor evoked potentials (MEPs) in the anterior hyomandibular muscle
group during either volitional submental muscle contraction or contraction during the pharyngeal phase
of both volitionally, and reflexively, initiated swallowing. For each subject, in all three conditions, TMS
was triggered when submental surface EMG (sEMG) reached 75% of the mean maximal submental sEMG
amplitude measured during 10 volitional swallows. MEPs recorded during volitional submental muscle
otor control
wallowing

contraction were elicited in 22 of the 35 healthy subjects examined (63%). Only 16 of these 22 subjects
(45.7%) also displayed MEPs recorded during volitional swallowing, but their MEP amplitudes were larger
when triggered by submental muscle contraction than when triggered by volitional swallowing. Addi-
tionally, only 7 subjects (of 19 tested) showed MEPs triggered by submental muscle contraction during a
reflexively triggered pharyngeal swallow. These differences indicate differing levels of net M1 excitabil-

e inv
inhib
ity during execution of th
balance of excitatory and

. Introduction

Swallowing is a complex neuromuscular task that requires the
recise coordination of up to 32 paired muscles controlled by up
o 7 cranial nerves. Central pattern generators (CPGs) in the brain-
tem orchestrate the contraction of the pharyngeal musculature

uring the largely reflexive, pharyngeal phase of swallowing [8].
sing fMRI, previous studies have revealed activation of a number
f cortical areas, including the primary motor area (M1) during voli-
ional swallowing [6,11,12,15,16,27]. Although M1 involvement in
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estigated tasks, possibly brought about by task-dependent changes in the
itory neural activity.

© 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

the more voluntary oral phase of swallowing is undisputed, the
precise role of M1 in the motor control of the pharyngeal phase of
swallowing has not yet been clearly defined. Research has linked
M1 activation to volitional oral movements such as those required
for bolus preparation [12]. In this study, signal intensity, represent-
ing the degree of cortical activation, was similar for volitional oral
preparatory movements and volitional swallowing. This finding is
contrasted by reports of greater activation of M1 during volitional
tongue elevation compared to volitional swallowing [16]. Similarly,
M1 activation was found to be greater during volitional swallow-
ing than during reflexive swallowing [11]. These findings suggest a
progressive decrease in M1 activation associated with an increase
in the level of reflexive motor control during swallowing related
motor activity. Because subjects were not specifically instructed to
limit tongue movements during swallowing tasks and in light of
the limited temporal resolution of fMRI in the order of at least one

second, cortical activation documented in these studies may largely
relate to voluntary movements in the oral preparatory phase, rather
than the pharyngeal phase of swallowing. In addition, blood oxygen
level dependent fMRI cannot determine whether detected neural
activity is excitatory or inhibitory in nature.
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Using electroencephalography (EEG), Huckabee et al. [7] inves-
igated cortical motor planning prior to a task in which subjects
ere instructed to inhibit orolingual movements before volitional

nset of pharyngeal swallowing. This research documented a rel-
tive quiescence of M1 during this task, based on an absence of
he second component of the Bereitschaftspotential (BP, or readi-
ess potential) that is known to correlate with transfer of the motor
lan to M1. The authors hypothesized that this relative inactivity
epresented direct transmission of the neural command generated
y the supplementary motor area (SMA) to the swallowing pattern
enerators in the brainstem. In a similar study of cortical poten-
ials, Satow et al. [25] reported lower post-movement potentials
or volitional swallowing compared to a tongue protrusion task,
uggesting that excitatory networks in M1 may not contribute as
ubstantially to movement processing for volitional swallowing.

Based on these reports, differences may exist in the level
f excitability of motor cortical networks during voluntary oral
uscle contraction and more reflexive contraction during the pha-

yngeal phase of swallowing. The submental musculature offers the
pportunity to assess M1 excitability during different motor com-
onents of swallowing as it plays a central role in both the oral and
haryngeal phases of swallowing. We hypothesized that corticob-
lbar activation would be largest during a volitional contraction
ondition because of a stronger activation of direct corticobulbar
rojections and least robust during a reflexive swallowing con-
ition due to primary brainstem modulation of swallowing. To
est this hypothesis, we evaluated corticobulbar excitability using
ranscranial magnetic stimulation (TMS) elicited motor evoked
otentials (MEPs) recorded during three conditions of submen-
al muscle activation: volitional contraction, contraction during
he pharyngeal phase of volitional swallowing and, in a smaller
ubgroup of subjects, contraction during the pharyngeal phase of
eflexive swallowing. MEP amplitude is a reliable measure of the
xcitability of the tested neural pathway and can be facilitated
y pre-activation of these pathways [3,14,21,23]. In addition, the

evel of corticobulbar excitability, as identified by pharyngeal MEP
mplitude, has previously been shown to relate to functional mea-
ures of swallowing [4]. When triggered at the same level of muscle
ctivation, differences in MEP amplitude, reflecting differing levels
f corticobulbar excitability, provide new insights into the relative
ole of M1 during volitional and reflexive components of swallow-
elated muscle activation.

A secondary aim of this study was to investigate a potential
elationship between handedness and hemispheric dominance in
he motor control of the submental musculature. This investiga-
ion is based on previous studies of the pharyngeal musculature,
hich is thought to be represented bilaterally, but asymmetri-

ally, suggesting hemispheric dominance in the motor control of
hese muscles [19]. Similar hemispheric differences in motor corti-
al activation have previously been reported for swallowing and
oluntary tongue elevation tasks using fMRI [16]. Using logistic
egression analysis, we investigated whether handedness could
redict (i) which hemisphere produced the largest MEP during vol-
ntary contraction and (ii) presence or absence of MEPs during
wallow-related muscle activation.

. Materials and methods

.1. Subjects

Thirty-five healthy community volunteers were recruited (24 females, 11 males;

roup mean age 30.1 yrs (SD 8.4s), 26 right handed, as determined by the Edin-
urgh Inventory [20]). Subjects provided written informed consent and reported
ull understanding of the research tasks they were asked to perform. Subjects were
eurologically unimpaired and reported no contraindications on the TMS Safety
creen [10]. This study was approved by the appropriate Institutional Health Ethics
eview Board and was in compliance with the Declaration of Helsinki.
h Bulletin 84 (2011) 88–93 89

2.2. Data acquisition

Data acquisition procedures used in this study have been shown to provide a
reliable recording of task-related MEPs [3]. Two surface electrodes (BRS-50K, Blue
SensorTM, Ambu, Denmark) were placed at midline over the submental muscle
group. The two electrodes were centered in the mid-sagittal plane, midway between
the anterior bony aspect of the mandible and the superior palpable edge of the thy-
roid cartilage, with an inter-electrode distance maintained at 1 cm. Both electrodes
overlapped midline laterally by 1 cm. Surface electromyographic (sEMG) activity
was therefore recorded collectively from left and right portions of the mylohy-
oid muscles, anterior belly of digastric muscles and geniohyoid muscles. A ground
electrode was attached to the bony mandibular prominence at the base of the ver-
tical ramus. All three electrodes were connected to an amplifier (Dual Bio Amp,
ML 135TM, ADInstruments, Castle Hill, Australia) and recording system (Powerlab
8/30TM, ML 870, ADInstruments). The sampling rate for data acquisition was 10 kHz
and data were high pass filtered at 10 Hz. sEMG activity was recorded for a period of
200 ms when the magnetic stimulator (Magstim 200TM, Magstim Company Limited,
Whitland, Wales) was discharged, recording 50 ms pre- and 150 ms post-trigger.

2.3. Muscle contraction conditions

In all subjects, data were recorded in counterbalanced order for two conditions
of submental muscle pre-activation: volitional contraction and volitionally initiated
pharyngeal swallowing. In a subset of 19 subjects (14 females, 5 males; group mean
age 27.4 yrs (SD 6.9), 16 right handed [20]), MEPs were additionally recorded dur-
ing reflexive swallowing. In this subset, MEP recordings were randomized across the
three tested conditions. For the volitional contraction task, subjects were instructed
to “contract the muscles under your chin as if stifling a yawn”. For volitional swal-
lowing, subjects were asked to “swallow your saliva”. During performance of the
two volitional conditions, subjects were instructed to limit volitional oral move-
ments; in particular they were instructed to keep their tongue as relaxed as possible.
Subjects practiced the contraction tasks, alternating between swallows and contrac-
tions, guided by the verbal feedback of the investigator and visual sEMG feedback,
for approximately 5 min prior to data collection.

For the reflexive swallowing condition, a small, flexible tube (2 mm diameter)
was placed into the posterior aspect of the subject’s oral cavity, with the opening of
the tube resting approximately at the level of the base of the tongue. Subjects were
asked to close their eyes to deter visual cuing and 1 ml of room temperature water
was infused slowly onto the base of tongue at random intervals, eliciting a reflexive
swallow. Trials that did not elicit a swallow or induced coughing or throat clearing
were discarded and repeated.

In a subgroup of 15 subjects (11 females, 4 males; group mean age 26.3 yrs
(SD 7.4), nine right handed [20]), MEPs were also assessed at rest in order to inves-
tigate whether the excitability of corticobulbar motor projections varied between
the tested muscle contraction conditions and rest. The intensity of the magnetic
stimulus was increased from 80% of maximal stimulator output in 2% increments
until MEPs were measurable or maximal stimulator output was reached.

2.4. Transcranial magnetic stimulation of submental motor cortex

Focal cortical stimulation was achieved with a figure-of-8 coil with an outer
wing diameter of 90 mm and a maximal output of 2.2 Tesla. Submental surface
EMG (sEMG) activity was monitored by a custom-built triggering system, which
discharged the magnetic stimulator when a pre-set trigger threshold was breached.
The trigger threshold was determined for each individual prior to data collection by
calculating 75% of the mean maximal sEMG amplitude recorded during 10 voli-
tional saliva swallows that were executed with minimized volitional orolingual
movements. Setting the threshold to this value ensured that the stimulator was
discharged at the onset of a volitionally initiated pharyngeal swallow in the absence
of volitional oral movements. All trials were inspected visually for sEMG activity
associated with voluntary orolingual movements immediately prior to the onset of
swallowing related sEMG activity. Infrequently, TMS was not triggered during pha-
ryngeal swallowing and these trials were discarded and repeated. The same trigger
threshold was maintained in the volitional contraction and reflexive swallowing
conditions to ensure that the underlying degree of muscle activation at the time of
TMS discharge was matched across all conditions. The trigger device was automati-
cally disabled for 10 s after each stimulus to minimize triggering not associated with
target motor behavior.

Prior to data collection, the optimal scalp site for consistently eliciting the largest
submental MEP amplitude (peak to peak) was identified for both hemispheres.
An area approximately 4 cm anterior and 8–10 cm lateral to the cranial vertex was
searched systematically for this location. During this procedure, subjects were
asked to minimize movement, particularly of the head and shoulders. Subsequent
to identification of the optimal scalp location, the position of the coil was marked on

the scalp with a water-soluble pen to ensure consistent coil positioning throughout
the research session. Then, maximal MEP amplitude was identified for this site on
each hemisphere by increasing TMS intensity until no increase in MEP amplitude
was observed or 100% stimulator output was reached. Data were collected from
the hemisphere over which largest MEPs could be evoked. Stimulator output for
subsequent data collection was set to the value at which MEPs of 50% of maximal
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Table 1
Average MEP areas (�V ms) of all subjects displaying significant MEP responses during the volitional contraction condition (N = 22).

MEP size (�V ms)

Subject Volitional contraction Volitional pharyngeal swallowing Reflexive pharyngeal swallowing

1 4136.2 2955 Not tested
2 902.4 639.3 Not tested
3 1890 2114.1 Not tested
4 2283.1 988.9 Not tested
5 1943.4 1179.6 Not tested
7 1065.4 936.7 Not tested
8 1675 545.4 Not tested
9 2197.9 2617.4 2630.9

10 1162.7 0 0
11 1994.5 1204.1 1627
12 1773 673.7 656.8
14 1758.3 336.7 0
15 3355.9 0 0
16 943.7 920 815.9
18 1685.9 0 0
20 2306 3193.3 2160.6
21 1321.4 833.7 0
25 1381.9 689.4 1074.1
27 607.3 0 0
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28 2292.2 1515
31 1452.5 0
34 3861.7 0

EP amplitude during volitional contraction were elicited. For each muscle
re-activation condition, 15 MEPs traces were recorded from each subject.

.5. Data preparation and analysis

For each of the 15 individual MEP trials in each pre-activation condition, pres-
nce of an MEP was judged based on statistical analysis of the rectified post-stimulus
EMG using a similar approach as reported previously [28]. An MEP was accepted as
resent if the post-stimulus sEMG exceeded the average pre-stimulus sEMG level
f 50 ms (−55 ms to −5 ms) by more than two standard deviations (SD) for at least
ms. This was considered the MEP detection threshold. Trials that did not meet

hese criteria were judged as producing no valid MEP response. Overall, a subject
as accepted to display an MEP in any of the conditions if at least 50% of trials within

hat condition satisfied the criteria for a significant MEP.

.6. Quantification of MEP responses

In order to quantify the size of motor responses during the three pre-activation
onditions, the MEP area (�EMG, in �V ms) exceeding the MEP detection threshold
as calculated as:

EMG = (MEP − pre-stimulus sEMG) × duration of MEP

he duration of the MEP was defined as the duration of the period during which the
ost-stimulus sEMG exceeded the MEP detection threshold. MEP onset latency was
efined as the point in time at which the post-stimulus sEMG first exceeded this
hreshold. The MEP area was calculated for each individual trial that was accepted
o represent a statistically significant MEP response and averaged for each condition
n each subject. Trials that did not display an MEP were assigned “0 �V ms” and were
ncluded in the average MEP area.

.7. Statistical analysis

Chi-squared analyses were used to determine whether the likelihood of detect-
ng MEPs varied as a function of muscle pre-activation condition. A paired samples
-test was used to determine whether MEP areas differed between the volitional sub-

ental contraction condition and the volitional pharyngeal swallowing condition
n the overall group of 22 subjects that displayed MEPs in the volitional contraction
ondition. In the subgroup of 19 subjects that additionally performed the reflexive
haryngeal swallowing condition, MEP areas, and in addition MEP onset latencies,
ere compared across all three conditions using one-way repeated measures anal-

ses of variance (ANOVA) with the within subject variable of Condition (volitional
ontraction, volitional swallowing, reflexive swallowing). Post hoc paired samples

-tests were undertaken on the condition of a significant main effect. Logistic regres-
ion analysis of the volitional contraction data of the 22 subjects that displayed MEPs
uring this condition was used to determine whether handedness predicted which
emisphere produced largest MEPs. Logistic regression analysis of the volitional
haryngeal swallowing MEP data of all subjects was used to determine whether
andedness or hemispheric dominance for volitional contraction predicted presence
f MEPs during the volitional pharyngeal swallowing condition.
1188.5
0
0

3. Results

Pre-stimulus sEMG levels did not differ between the three con-
traction conditions (F(2,28) = 1.43, P = 0.256). Trigger thresholds used
for eliciting TMS during all three conditions were identical within
each subject. Mean trigger threshold across subjects was 0.16 mV
(SD 0.05). In 15 subjects, corticobulbar excitability was tested in the
resting condition. In these individuals, MEPs could only be elicited
in one subject at a stimulator output of 98%.

3.1. MEP occurrence across conditions

Of the overall group of 35 subjects, no MEPs could be elicited
during pre-activation for any contraction condition in 13 subjects
(38%). In the remaining 22 subjects (62%), discernable MEPs could
be recorded during the volitional contraction condition; MEPs were
recorded during the volitional swallowing condition in only 16 of
these subjects (46%). Chi-squared analysis revealed no significant
difference between occurrences of MEPs between the volitional
submental contraction condition and the volitional pharyngeal
swallowing condition (�2 = 2.07, P = 0.23).

Motor evoked potentials during reflexive swallowing were addi-
tionally investigated in 19 subjects but could only be recorded in
seven of these subjects (37%). In this sub-sample, MEPs could be
recorded during volitional contraction in 15 subjects (79%) and in
nine subjects (47%) during the volitional pharyngeal swallowing
task. Chi-squared analysis revealed that there was a signifi-
cant association between swallowing contraction conditions and
whether or not significant MEPs could be recorded (�2 = 7.35,
P = 0.026). Based on odds ratios, MEPs were 4.17 times more likely to
occur during the volitional contraction condition compared to the
volitional pharyngeal swallowing condition, 6.42 times more likely
to occur during the volitional contraction condition compared to
the reflexive swallowing condition and 1.27 times more likely to
occur during the volitional pharyngeal swallowing condition com-
pared to the reflexive pharyngeal swallowing condition.
3.2. MEP Size

In the overall group of subjects who displayed MEPs in
the volitional contraction condition (N = 22) (Table 1), MEP
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Fig. 1. (A) Averaged motor evoked potential (MEP) waveforms of two representative subjects. MEPs were triggered from submental sEMG during a volitional contraction
condition (condition A), and muscle contraction at the onset of the pharyngeal phase of volitional (condition B) or reflexive swallowing (condition C). The vertical line at 0 ms
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isplays the magnetic stimulus artifact. Note a rise in sEMG activity just prior to TM
EP observations in a subgroup of 19 subjects in whom MEPs were assessed durin

hree muscle pre-activation conditions recorded in the 15 subjects of this subgroup

reas were smaller during the pharyngeal swallowing condition
970 �V ms, SD 972) compared to the volitional contraction condi-
ion (1908 �V ms, SD 907) (t(21) = 4.06, P = 0.001).

In the subgroup of subjects that were examined in all three
re-activation conditions (N = 19), there was a significant main
ffect of Condition (F(2,28) = 12.72, P = 0.002). Post hoc paired sam-
les t-tests revealed that MEP areas were larger when recorded
uring the volitional contraction condition (1872 �V ms, SD 861)
ompared to the volitional swallowing condition (799 �V ms, SD
93) (t(14) = 3.34, P = 0.005) or the reflexive swallowing condition
677 �V ms, SD 888) (t(14) = 3.96, P = 0.001). There was no signifi-
ant difference between the two swallowing conditions (t(14) = 1.22,
= 0.242) (Fig. 1).

.3. MEP onset latency

Repeated measures ANOVA comparing onset latencies across
ll three pre-activation conditions revealed no significant dif-
erences between conditions [(F(2,12) = 0.544, P < 0.594), voluntary
ontraction condition: 10.47 ms (SD 2.38); volitional pharyngeal
wallowing: 10.11 ms (SD 1.75); reflexive pharyngeal swallowing:
1.03 ms (SD 2.05), Table 2].

.4. Predictability of hemispheric dominance and swallowing
EP occurrence
Logistic regression analysis revealed that handedness did not
redict which hemisphere produced largest MEPs (dominant hemi-
phere) during the volitional contraction condition (R2: 0.11,
= 0.14). Neither handedness (R2: 0.12, p = 0.54), nor the dominant
similar sEMG profiles across conditions prior to TMS triggering. (B) Distribution of
hree muscle pre-activation conditions and (C) average MEP area (+1 SD) during all
displayed MEPs during the volitional contraction condition. *p < 0.05.

hemisphere for volitional contraction (R2: 0.017, p = 0.46) predicted
presence of MEPs during the volitional swallowing condition.

4. Discussion

In order to determine the contribution of M1 to the motor
control of the pharyngeal phase of swallowing, we evaluated
the excitability of submental corticobulbar projections during
execution of three swallowing-related tasks. In 13 subjects, no dis-
cernable MEPs could be recorded during any of the tasks. This
finding is in line with previous reports of high motor thresholds
and small or absent MEPs recorded from the masseter muscles,
which may be related to an unfavorable angle between the induced
magneto-electric field and the stimulated neurons, or an overall
small number of crossed connections originating from the motor
cortex [13]. In the remaining subjects, MEPs were detected most
consistently during the voluntary muscle contraction task, a task
that would recruit excitatory neural circuits in M1 [22]. They were
less frequently detected, and were smaller in amplitude, during
the volitional swallowing condition. Furthermore, MEPs were infre-
quently detected during reflexive swallowing, a task that is thought
to be primarily governed by brainstem central pattern generators
[8]. MEP amplitude is a reliable measure of the excitability of the
tested neural pathway and can be facilitated by pre-activation of
these pathways [3,14,21,23]. Therefore, differences in MEP ampli-

tude provide new insights into the relative role of M1 in the
volitional and reflexive components of swallowing.

One important factor when comparing MEP amplitudes across
different active conditions is that background EMG levels are
matched. In the present study TMS was triggered for discharge at
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Fig. 2. Single sweep, raw sEMG recordings during three muscle pre-activation
conditions (volitional contraction, volitional pharyngeal swallowing, reflexive
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Studies employing EEG techniques provide support for the
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p

haryngeal swallowing) without transcranial magnetic stimulation in one represen-
ative subject. Note that the trigger threshold for transcranial magnetic stimulation,
et to the individual’s 75% of the mean maximal submental sEMG measured during
0 volitional swallows, is kept consistent across pre-activation conditions.

he same EMG amplitude across conditions. This was confirmed
y analysing pre-trigger EMG levels. Likewise, differences in the
erformance of the examined motor tasks might influence motor
ortical excitability. For example, subjects that displayed MEPs dur-
ng the swallowing conditions may not have been as effective in
nhibiting oral phase movements as those that did not display MEPs
n this condition, thus activating M1. While we cannot absolutely
ule out slight inter-individual differences in the performance of
hese tasks, we minimized false triggering by allowing subjects to
rain the volitional motor tasks at the beginning of the experimental
essions and repeated any trials in the swallowing conditions that
ere triggered prior to the pharyngeal phase of the swallow. Addi-

ionally, visual inspection of pre-trigger sEMG profiles revealed no
bvious differences in sEMG profiles of those subjects that dis-
layed MEPs in the swallowing conditions and those that did not
Fig. 2). Therefore, we consider differences in sEMG levels across
he conditions and potential variations in the performance of the
xamined motor tasks unlikely explanations for the difference in
EP amplitudes evoked during the three conditions.
Although CPGs in the brainstem have been shown to play a

entral role in the motor control of pharyngeal swallowing [8], a

rowing body of research suggests that M1 may have a role in
olitionally initiated [6,15,16,26,27] and also reflexively initiated
wallowing [11]. fMRI has documented that M1 is activated during
olitional swallowing, although the degree of cortical activation is
ebated. Lower cortical activation than during a tongue elevation

able 2
verage MEP onset latency (ms) of all subjects (N = 7) displaying significant MEP respons
haryngeal swallowing and reflexive pharyngeal swallowing).

MEP onset latency (ms)

Subject Volitional contraction Volitional

9 10.5 11.7
11 8.0 9.1
12 11.7 13.2
16 8.1 9.8
20 14.8 10.0
25 11.0 8.8
28 9.2 8.2
h Bulletin 84 (2011) 88–93

task was reported by Martin et al. [16], whereas Kern et al. [12]
reported similar signal intensities during volitional swallowing and
non-deglutitive motor tasks such as jaw clenching, lip pursing and
tongue rolling. However, large voxel size and the limited temporal
resolution of fMRI may have obscured differentiation between tasks
in these studies and failed to rule out the contribution of volitional
oral phase movements to M1 activation. Further, fMRI is of limited
use for determining the specific nature of motor cortical involve-
ment, as blood-oxygen level dependent measurement of cortical
activation cannot discriminate between activation of excitatory
or inhibitory neural networks. In this context, a study employ-
ing inhibitory rTMS over the pharyngeal motor representation in
M1 has documented a decrease in swallowing onset time, suggest-
ing that inhibitory neural networks may play a substantial role in
the control of pharyngeal swallowing [19]. Other studies employ-
ing single pulse TMS have demonstrated that pharyngeal electrical
stimulation can enhance or inhibit corticobulbar excitability, with
important implications for swallowing function [4]. Together, these
data provide evidence for functionally relevant M1 involvement in
the control of pharyngeal swallowing.

We propose that the presented data support the notion that M1
has a role in the control of pharyngeal swallowing. In keeping with
previous reports [2,17] we could not evoke MEPs at rest in 14 of
the 15 tested subjects. In one subject, a small response could be
evoked at 98% of maximal stimulator output. However, it was pos-
sible to evoke MEPs albeit of smaller amplitude than those evoked
during voluntary contraction, in some of the subjects during both
pharyngeal swallowing conditions, indicating that the corticobul-
bar pathways were more excitable during swallowing than at rest.
This finding provides some evidence that M1 plays a role in the pha-
ryngeal phase of both voluntary and reflexive swallowing in some
subjects.

However, the finding that MEP amplitudes were smaller during
the pharyngeal swallowing condition suggests a difference in net
corticobulbar excitability between the evaluated muscle contrac-
tion conditions. There are different possibilities that might explain
this finding. Firstly, there may be less excitatory drive from M1 dur-
ing swallowing than during a voluntary contraction. This would be
in keeping with a reduced role of M1 in the control of swallowing.
Alternatively, the reduction in MEP amplitude during the swallow-
ing conditions may be due to a shift in the balance of activation
of excitatory and inhibitory neural circuits during the contrac-
tion conditions. For example, it is plausible that the smaller MEPs
evoked during the pharyngeal swallowing conditions are seen due
to an up-regulation of inhibitory neural network excitability in M1.
Indeed, it has previously been hypothesized that inhibition of cor-
tical motor output might ensure uninterrupted execution of reflex
swallowing [5,19].
notion that the excitability of the motor cortex varies between dif-
ferent motor tasks. For example, Huckabee et al. [7] have shown
that the second component of the Bereitschaftspotential (BP, or
readiness potential) that is known to correlate with transfer of the

es during all three muscle contraction conditions (volitional contraction, volitional
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otor plan to M1 was absent prior to volitionally initiated pha-
yngeal swallowing. This finding suggests a reduced role of M1 in
he execution of this motor task. In fact, the authors hypothesized
hat motor planning networks of the SMA may be directly linked to
wallowing CPGs, essentially bypassing M1 [7]. Similar direct con-
ections between the SMA and hand motoneurons in the cervical
pinal cord have been reported in monkeys [24]. Further evidence
or reduced net excitability of M1 during swallowing comes from

study reporting lower post-movement potentials for volitional
wallowing compared to a tongue protrusion task [25].

The observed differences in task-dependent MEP facilitation are
n line with the notion that an increase in the level of reflexive

otor control is associated with a decrease in net M1 excitability.
t is plausible that a shift in the balance of excitatory and inhibitory
eural activation is induced by reciprocal sensory feedback loops
s peripheral sensory input is crucially important for the initiation
nd modulation of pharyngeal swallowing. For instance, electrical
timulation of the superior laryngeal nerve has been shown to ini-
iate reflex swallowing [18] and varying levels of sensory feedback,

odified through different bolus sizes, have been demonstrated
o affect swallowing biomechanics differentially [9]. Sensory feed-
ack, therefore, is a probable candidate mechanism for ensuring
hat cortical excitability is continuously adapted so that it provides
ust the right amount of descending modulation to CPGs in the
rainstem.

Interestingly, previous research has demonstrated that the pha-
yngeal musculature is represented bilaterally, but asymmetrically,
uggesting hemispheric dominance in the motor control of these
uscles [19]. Similar hemispheric differences in motor cortex

ctivation were reported for swallowing and tongue elevation
asks using fMRI [16]. The present data corroborate these findings
nd demonstrate that the asymmetry in motor cortical activation
bserved for the volitional contraction condition was not related to
andedness, and that neither handedness nor the dominant hemi-
phere for volitional submental muscle contraction could predict
he occurrence of MEPs during volitional pharyngeal swallowing.
he relationship between cortical motor networks active during
he volitional contraction condition and the swallowing conditions
ested in this study is unclear and warrants further investigation.

It is likely that the many volitional and reflexive motor com-
onents of the different phases of swallowing are governed by
istinct but inter-related neural networks. Activation of excitatory
ircuits in M1 is required for volitional bolus manipulation in the
ral stage of swallowing [12]. Our data provide evidence that the
xecution of the more reflexive, pharyngeal phase of swallowing
oes not rely as heavily on excitatory cortical motor control. It is
ossible that the observed decrease in cortical excitability is related
o down-regulation of excitatory neural networks, up-regulation of
nhibitory neural networks, or a combination of both. At the present
tage, these interpretations are inevitably tentative and are not
ntended to comprehensively define the role of M1 in swallowing

otor control. Nevertheless, on balance our data support the notion
hat M1 is involved in the motor control of pharyngeal swallowing.
urther research is warranted to investigate the precise role of M1
n the control of swallowing. In particular, studies examining intra-
ortical inhibitory function during swallowing might prove enlight-
ning. A better understanding of the role of M1 in swallowing would
e helpful in designing rehabilitative interventions targeting spe-
ific neural networks that underlie disordered swallowing.
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